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Kartavya - The Civil Services society of 

Kirori Mal college, University of Delhi, 

successfully and popularly organized a 

meticulously designed e-quiz: 

'ABHYAAS: THE GS QUIZ' on 19th and 

20th July, 2020. 

The organization of the quiz mirrored 

the vibrant commitment of Kartavya to 

endeavour relentlessly despite the 

adverse circumstances and gloomy 

dormancy of COVID19 times and 

remain proactive in catering to the 

academic interests of the UPSC 

aspirants, working passionately with 

camaraderie.  

The UPSC Civil Services Exam Prelims pattern was followed for the quiz, 

which was categorised into 8 main topics i.e. current affairs; history of India 

and Indian National movement; Indian and World geography; Indian polity 

and governance; economic and social development; environment, ecology, 

biodiversity and climate change and general science. 

Our tech team worked arduously to develop an intricate technical 

framework through the convenient and modified version of Google Forms 

for conducting the quiz, along with automated timer and instant certificate 



disbursal system for participants. The quiz consisted of 35 GS and 5 CSAT 

questions of easy, moderate and hard levels, with 1 hr duration.  The quiz 

was kept free to facilitate maximum participation, and remained open for 

one-time access by participant anytime on 19th or 20th July.   

The triumph of the event is proven by its massive popularity with a 

whopping 270 registrations and 170 participants from universities across 

India, including several reputed institutions like IIT, National Law University, 

St. Xavier’s and numerous colleges of University of Delhi.  

On 21st July, the answer key with detailed analysis of all questions was 

released; and after 48 hours, the merit list was announced. The 1st rank was 

meritoriously triumphed by Mr. Sachin Agarwal of Kirori Mal College with 

30 points; the 2nd rank was eminently secured by Mr. Vanshit Kapoor of 

Kirori Mal College with 30 points; and Ms. Raveena Nehra of Miranda 

House admirably attained the 3rd rank with 29 points. Eight other students 

who scored 27 to 30 points were rewarded with the certificate of 

appreciation.  

The quiz was a definite success and this endeavour by team ABHYAAS, 

Kartavya was tremendously appreciated by the participants from all over 

India. Our technical skills to 

organize this digital event also 

won admiration and attracted 

curiosity of many other 

societies. Indeed, this effort by 

Kartavya in these quiescent 

times has set a new precedent 

for societies in our Campus. 

Kartavya is proud of its new 

(digital) feather in its hat. 


